L. W. COHEN AND CASPER GOFFMAN
Introduction. We consider an ordered abelian group G= [x] in which the identity 6 is not isolated: if x, y>6 in G then x+y>d;
there is an x^d; and if x>6 there is a y such that 6<y<x.
It is found that for each G there is a unique ordinal £*=£*(£) associated with the topology of G ( §1).
We study extensions of G which are complete in three different senses. A group is called topologically complete if every fundamental £*-sequence has a limit. It is called complete in the archimedean sense if it has no proper archimedean extension. It is called order complete if every set bounded above has a least upper bound. These three types will be designated by t-, a-, tfcompleteness.
We show that every ordered abelian group G has a ¿-complete extension Gd whose elements are the Dedekindean ( §2) lower segments of G in the sense of Baer [l]0)-It is pointed out that the o-complete extension G consisting of all lower segments of a non-archimedean group G fails to be a group because the non-Dedekindean lower segments do not have inverses ( §4). The extension Gd is isomorphic with the group Gc of classes of equivalent fundamental £*-sequences in G ( §2). This illuminates the relation between the completion methods of Dedekind and Cantor. It is shown that a-completeness implies /-completeness but that only a partial converse holds ( §3). The Hahn groups H furnish examples of the theory ( §5). It is shown that these groups are ¿-complete and satisfy axioms [l ] under which it follows they are of the second ¡~*(H~) -category.
1. Topology and the ordinal £*(G). Given an ordinal X* and a single-valued function x\ defined on the ordinals X <X* with values in a group G, we call X\ a X*-sequence. A X*-sequence is called decreasing if Xi<X2<X* implies x\t>x\2 in G. A X*-sequence x\ is said to X*-converge to 0 if for each x >d there is aXa;<X* such thatXa;^X<X* implies \x\\ <x where \y\ =max [y, -y]. We write X*-lim x\ = x if X\ -x X*-converges to 6. Theorem 1. The set A of ordinals X* for which there are decreasing X*-sequences x\ such that X*-lim x\ =6 is not empty.
Proof. The nonempty set P= \x\x>d] can be well-ordered as a ¿^-sequence xß. Let xn = xi and suppose that, for v*<¡j,*, xßv has been defined so that, if v<v*, ¡Xy is the first ¿u for which r <v implies x^Kx^. Then x^decreases on v<v*. Now either i>*-lim x^=d or there is an x£P such that v <v* implies x&X/y. Since 9 is not isolated, there is a first ß<p* such that 0<xß<x. Since
XpKx^ for v<v* it follows that n>¡x, for v<v*. We define ¿v=M-By transfinite induction it follows that there is a X*-sequence x"y, v<\*, such that X*-lim xß,=0. Hence X*£A.
The nonempty set A=[X*] has a first element which we denote by £*=£*(£).
There is a decreasing ^-sequence aj in G such that £*-lim aj = 0 by Theorem 1. We shall make extensive use of the sequence aj in the sequel.
Theorem
2. The ordinal £*(G) is a limit number such that if r¡* <¿* and £, is a single-valued function on r]<r¡* to £<£*, then sup [£"| v<r)*] <£*(2).
Proof. £*=£*((?) is a limit number. Otherwise £* = 7? + l and 0<av ^a{ for £<£* which is contrary to £*-lim aj=0. Now suppose there are f* <£* and a function £f on f <f* to {<£* such that sup [¿f| f <f*] =■*£*. It may be assumed without loss of generality that Çi<Ç2<Ç* implies %ti^£tr We show that f*-lim a^=0. If x>0 in G there is 17 <£* such that 0<a,<x. There is ¿"(77) <f* such that i7<Çf(,)<^*. Since aj decreases on £<£*, 0 <a({<a(í(i))<av<x if f (*?)<$"<£* and so r*-lim ae¡ = 6. Hence f*GA and so £*££* since ¿*=£*(G) is the first element of A. This contradicts the assumption £"*<£*. A neighborhood system U= [£/j(x)] for G is defined as follows:
We shall refer to £*-sequences hereafter simply as sequences. Before stating the basic properties of the neighborhood system V we prove three lemmas.
Lemma 1. For each positive integer n, £*-lim raaj=0.
Proof. Suppose n = 2. If x>0 there is a £i<£* such that 0<aj1<x. There is a £2<£* such that 0<a^<x -a(l. If max [£i, £2] â£ <£*, then o<aj+aj<a{t +aj2<x and so £*-lim 2a¿ = 0. Induction completes the proof. Proof. Suppose X is a Dedekindean lower segment. Then for each £<£* there is an XfGX such that x¡+n¡$I. Now if xGX there is in X a. z>x. There is a £<£* such that 0<aj<z -x. Since zÇ:X and xj+a^GA, z<x% +aj<X{+2 -x and so x<x$. Hence the sequence xj is cofinal with X. We show that xj is a fundamental sequence. If 77 <£<£*, then x,-a,<xj. Otherwise for some 77 <£<£*, x^xv -av. Since 77 <£ implies 0<a¡<av, X{+afí=x, -a,+a{<x,G-^ and so xj+ajGX which is false. On the other hand, since X{GXand x,-|-a,GAfor all £, t7<£*, x¿<x,+a,. Hence xjG U,,(xv) for 77 5S¿<£* and Xj is a fundamental sequence. Now suppose that xjGX and xj+a¿GA for £<£*. Then for y>0 there is an a¡ such that 0<a¿<y
and so xj+y£X since Xt-f-y>X{+a{£X. Hence X is Dedekindean.
The lower segments X(x0) are Dedekindean since x0 -a¡ is a fundamental sequence cofinal with X(x0) such that x0 = (x0 -aj)+a{£X(x0).
If we define X(xi+x2) = X(xi)+X (x2) and X(xi) >X(x2) if Xi>x2, it is clear that the set of lower segments X(x), x^G, form an abelian group isomorphic with G. We denote by Go the set of Dedekindean lower segments. For Xu X^ÇzGd we
Proof. Since X.tíO, i=í, 2, Xi + X2?¿0. Since Xl5¿G there are y,£X¿. Now yi+y2GAi+X2.
Otherwise yi+y2 = xi+x2, x¿GX,'. Then yi + (y2 -x2) = XiGAi and, since y2£X2, x2GX2, we have y2 -x2>0 so that yi<Xi, yiGAi which is false. Thus X1+X2 is a proper subset of G. Consider x=Xi+X2GXi +A2, x¿GA¿. If y<xi+x2 then y -x2<xi, y -x2GAi, and y = (y -x2)+x2 GX1+X2. There is a 21GX1 such that x -x2 = Xi<2i. Then x<Zi+x2GXi +X2. Hence Xi+X2 is a lower segment in G. We show that X1+X2 is Dedekindean.
Since Hence XCX+X(0). We shall denote X(0) by 0. Finally we show that X-f-Z = 0. Consider any u<0 and aj< -w. Since X is Dedekindean there is an xGX such that x+ß{GA.
Hence -x -ajGFand, since m -x<-x -af, u -xGZ. Thus m = (w -x)+xGZ + X and OGZ+X.
On the other hand if xGX and zÇiZ, then, since -z£X, x<-z. Hence
x-\-z<0, x+zGO and X+ZG0, which completes the proof.
Theorem 6. The set Gd of Dedekindean lower segments in G is an ordered abelian extension of G.
Proof. Lemmas 4, • ■ • , 7 show that Go is an ordered abelian group. The set of X(x), x£zG, is a subgroup of Gd isomorphic with G.
In discussing the group Gd we shall denote X(x)GGn by x, for example, X+y = X+X(y) and X>X(y) may be written X>y. The group Gd has the associated minimal ordinal (Theorem 1) £*(Ga).
Theorem 7. £*(Gß) =£*(G).
Proof. First we show that £*(GD) á£*(G). We note that X(a{), £<£*, decrease and are positive in Gd-Consider X>6.
There is an xGX such that x>0. There is a £<£* such that 0<a$<x.
Hence 0<X(aj)<X(x)<X. Since the X(at) decrease, £*-lim X(a{) =0 and so £*(Gz>) g£*(G). Now let 17* =£*(G¿>).
Then there is a decreasing 77*-sequence X, in Gd such that 77*-lim X, =0. Since the X, are positive lower segments in G there is, for each ?7<77*, an x,GX, such that 0<x". For any fljGG, X(a¡) >0 and there is an 775<77* such that if 77£5Í77<77*, then 0<X,<X(o{). Now x,GX,CX(a{) and so 0<x,<af for 77j5j?7<77*. Hence ?7*-lim x, =0. By transfinite induction and Theorem 2 a decreasing f*-subsequence C*^r¡* can be chosen from x,. It follows that £*(G) S=f*i=£*(GD) and the proof is complete. We show that XGGd. Consider x>0 and To<£* such that 3a¡-<x for to ^f<£*. Now from (1), (2) group. An extension II of G is called an archimedean extension if for every y^H, y>0H, there is an xÇ.G such that x, y are relatively archimedean in H. A group G is called a-complete if G has no proper archimedean extension. We indicate the relation between /-anda-completeness.
Theorem 9. If G is a-complete, then G is t-complete.
Proof. Suppose G is not /-complete. Then Gd, being a /-complete extension (Theorem 8), is a proper extension of G. We show that Gd is an archimedean extension of G. Consider A>0
in Gd-There is a fundamental sequence xj cofinal with A such that xj+ajGA (Theorem 5). There are x>0 in G and 77<£* such that for ??<£<£*, x<xj. There is a f >t? such that for f g£<£*, | Xf -Xf| <x. Now XfGA and Xf+xj >x¡-+x>xj if f ii£<£*. Hence xr+xj-S: A and so Gd is an archimedean as well as a proper extension of G. This contradicts the hypothesis and the theorem follows. The converse of this theorem is false as the following example shows. Let G be the set A partial converse of the previous theorem is:
Theorem 10. If G is t-complete and is dense in every archimedean extension, then G is a-complete.
Proof. Let II be an archimedean extension of G. The sequence aj which decreases to 0 in G decreases to 0 in H. Otherwise there is y>0 in ii such that there is no xÇlG between 0 and y and G is not dense in H. Now for z€E.H and £<£* there is an x^GG such that z -aj<X£<z+a$ since G is dense in II. From the decreasing character of the aj with the limit 0 in G it follows that Xj is a fundamental sequence. Since G is /-complete, lim x^ -zÇiG. Hence H = G and G is a-complete. 4. Order completion. The set G of all lower segments in G is not a group in general. We note that this failure is due to the existence of nonDedekindean lower segments since such segments have no inverses. If G is a non-archimedean group there are non-Dedekindean lower segments in G. For: There are x, yÇzG such that 0<nx<y for all positive integers n. The lower segment A= [2|z<«zx] is non-Dedekindean.
Theorem 11. If £*=£*(G) >o>, then G is non-archimedean.
Proof. There is a £i<£* such that 2a{!<ai (Lemma 1) and for £" there is Proof. Hahn showed in [5 ] that groups H are a-complete. It follows from Theorem 9 that they are /-complete. 
